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AXA teams up with the NGO CARE in order to improve 
access to clean drinking water and reduce water-borne 
diseases in Benin 
 
Launch of the operation « Like is Life » on the AXA People Protectors Facebook 
page in order to raise awareness on risks of water-borne diseases and improve 
access to clean drinking water in Benin 

 
AXA continues its partnership with the NGO CARE in the field of risk education by helping 
vulnerable populations in Benin.  
 
The program, led by CARE, has two objectives: 
 

 Prevent risks of water-borne diseases and reduce infant mortality linked to the 
poor supplying rates of water and basic hygiene services 

 Improve access to drinking water and basic hygiene facilities in the districts or 
Borgou and Oueme where the country's drinking water supply is at its lowest 

 
Overall, 80 villages will be trained on good hygiene practices and CARE teams will help the 
villagers to use and maintain the 122 new wells built thanks to this program. 
 
The project should reduce water-borne diseases by 10% while increasing the water supply 
by at least 20 litres per person per day. More than 54 000 people will benefit from the project 
over 5 years.  
 
A dedicated application « Like is Life » has been created on the Facebook page AXA 
People Protectors: thanks to an interactive experience, visitors will be able to send their 
“Like” to Benin and see how the local population uses it after it is transformed into clean 
drinking water. A simple and tangible way to see how our support reaches the local 
population in Benin! 
To visit the application: 
http://www.facebook.com/axapeopleprotectors?sk=app_220375554718651 
 
The objective of the Facebook page is to draw the public’s attention to the diverse risk 
prevention and protection initiatives led worldwide by the “AXA People Protectors”. Today, 
our community is made of more than 100,000 people. 
 
For more information on the CARE project in Benin: www.carefrance.org 



 

About AXA and CARE partnership 
The AXA Group teams up with the NGO CARE in order to help vulnerable populations to better face 
climate and health risks. 
Planned for three years, this partnership fits into AXA’s global philanthropic program in terms of risk 
prevention and education (health, social, financial and environmental). 
 
About CARE 
Funded in 1945, CARE is one of the most important charity network worldwide, non political and non 
religious. In 2010, CARE was operating in 87 countries, helping 82 million people. In emergency relief 
or in long-term assistance situations, CARE addresses underlying causes of poverty towards 
sustainable development, mostly by way of programs based on microfinance, education, AIDS relief, 
food security and drinking water. 
Women are at the heart of our actions because they are an essential lever in the fight against poverty. 
The role of women is key in every family, they can also be a factor of long-lasting change in their 
communities. 
Learn more about CARE: www.carefrance.org  
Or on our Facebook page www.facebook.com/CARE.France 
 
 
 
About the AXA Group   
The AXA Group is a worldwide leader in insurance and asset management serving 101 million clients. 
For full year 2011, IFRS revenues amounted to Euro 86.1 billion and IFRS underlying earnings to Euro 
3.9 billion. AXA had Euro 1,079 billion in assets under management as of December 31, 2011. 
The AXA ordinary share is listed on compartment A of Euronext Paris under the ticker symbol CS 
(ISIN FR0000120628 – Bloomberg: CS FP – Reuters: AXAF.PA). AXA’s American Depositary Share 
is also quoted on the OTC QX platform under the ticker symbol AXAHY. 
The AXA Group is included in the main international SRI indexes, such as Dow Jones Sustainability 
Index (DJSI) and FTSE4GOOD. 
 

This press release is available on the AXA Group website  
www.axa.com  
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IMPORTANT LEGAL INFORMATION AND CAUTIONARY STATEMENTS CONCERNING 
FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS 
Certain statements contained herein are forward-looking statements including, but not limited to, 
statements that are predictions of or indicate future events, trends, plans or objectives. Undue reliance 
should not be placed on such statements because, by their nature, they are subject to known and 
unknown risks and uncertainties. Please refer to the section “Cautionary statements” in page 2 of 
AXA’s Document de Référence for the year ended December 31, 2010, for a description of certain 
important factors, risks and uncertainties that may affect AXA’s business. AXA undertakes no 
obligation to publicly update or revise any of these forward-looking statements, whether to reflect new 
information, future events or circumstances or otherwise. 


